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This paper is an exposition of some link invariants. These are multisignature invariants associated 
to nilpotent groups. Their relationship to link cobordism is discussed and an outline of a possible 
infinite group version is given. These invariants are used to show that there are not link corbordism 
groups under connected sum. 
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The purpose of this essay is to discuss some of the recent developments in link 
cobordism and a set of cobordism invariants which are of particular interest to the 
author. Our interest is primarily in high dimension, n 2 3. 
We begin by explaining the notion of a link cobordism. Suppose we have two 
links L, L’ in S”+?. Each link is a union of m disjoint n-dimensional spheres in 
s “+?. These links are cobordant if we can put a cobordism of cylinders in Snt2 x I 
between L and L’. To be more precise, Z. = lJy=, L, c S”+’ x {0} is cobordant to 
L’ = u:=, L: c Snt2 x (1) if there exists L = U:“, Li c Snw3 x Z with Li = S” x Z and 
t/L, = Li u -Li. Note that Lj is abstractly S” x Z but the imbedding is not level 
preserving, i.e., L n Sn+’ x p may consists of manifolds other than spheres. 
A cobordism to the trivial link can be capped off at the trivial end since a trivial 
link bounds a union of imbedded (n + l)-disks. In fact a link is zero in link cobordism 
(or null cobordant) if it bounds a union of properly imbedded disks in the 
(n +3)-ball, i.e., (Sn+‘; 15:) L,“, . . . , LL) is null cobordant if (S”+‘; L, , . . . , L,) = 
a( Bn+3; D:“, . . ) Ok+‘). One can join two copies of the (n + I)-dimensional disk 
link (B”+‘; D, , . , D,) to form an (n + 1)-dimensional spherical link. The equator 
of the (n + I)-dimensional spherical link is again L. For this reason a null cobordant 
link is called a slice link. 
The usual knot cobordism groups occur when m = 1. The high dimensional knot 
cobordism groups were determined in works by Kervaire, Levine and Stoltzfus. 
Their successful approach was to study a Seifert surface for the knot. A Seifert 
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surface is an imbedded two-sided manifold which is bounded by the knot. Seifert 
surfaces always exist. They are convenient for the study of knot cobordism since 
every knot cobordism extends to a manifold cobordism of Seifert surfaces. If 
K n+’ = snt2 x I is a knot cobordism from K’ c S”+* x (0) to K c Sn+’ x {l}, then 
given a Seifert surface V for K and V’ for K’ there is V”+’ c S”+2 x I with 
aV = Vu Ku V’. The manifold cobordism V restricts to the knot cobordism K on 
its boundary. 
The initial approach to link cobordism was to generalize the methods of knot 
cobordism. This procedure faces two difficulties. The first difficulty is to find the 
appropriate Seifert surfaces. A link does bound a two-sided manifold but this 
manifold does not contain enough information. In general, this manifold is con- 
nected. One needs a manifold for each link component. A link U,“=, Li is called a 
boundary link if it has a Seifert surface V = UT!, V, with aV = Li. This restricted 
class of boundary links is potentially easier to study. 
The second difficulty is in the cobordism equivalence relation. Suppose L and L’ 
are boundary links with Seifert surfaces l._. Vi and U Vi. If L and L’ are cobordant 
via a link cobordism, then the cobordism might not extend to a cobordism of 
manifolds between V, and Vi. Furthermore, even if L = L’ but IJ Vi and U Vi are 
different choices of Seifert surfaces the cobordisms LX I c S”+’ x I might not extend. 
This extension property is ostensively necessary if we are to capitalize on the Seifert 
surface information. Therefore a new equivalence relation was introduced which is 
finer than cobordism. If (U L;, l.J x/i) and (U L:, U Vi) are pairs of boundary links 
and boundary type Seifert surfaces, then (L, V) is boundary link cobordant to 
(L’, V’) if there is a manifold cobordism V”+’ = tJy=, V, c S*+* x I with dV, = V, u 
L, u Vi where L = U Lj is a link cobordism of L to L’. In addition one can also 
“mod out” by the choice of Seifert surfaces to get an equivalence relation on the 
boundary links themselves. 
We considered link cobordism as a generalization of knot cobordism and 
attempted to generalize knot cobordism’s method. This approach ran into serious 
problems but one must understand that link cobordism is only one of several possible 
generalizations of knot cobordism. One can consider links Land L’ weakly cobordant 
if there is a cobordism C”+‘c S”+’ x I from L to L’ and C is homeomorphic to a 
sphere with 2m holes. Weak cobordism also generalizes knot cobordism and is well 
suited for the Seifert surface method since it only requires a single connected surface. 
Another generalization of knot cobordism is boundary link cobordism. Every knot 
is a boundary link. 
Attempts to determine link cobordism have centered on a twofold attack: 
(1) determine boundary link cobordism; 
(2) determine the relationship between boundary link cobordism and link 
cobordism. 
The first project is well underway. Boundary link cobordism was first studied by 
Gutierrez 141. Cappell and Shaneson have computed boundary link cobordism in 
terms of abstract K-theoretic groups [l]. A matrix approach similar to Levine’s 
formulation of knot cobordism has been given by Ko [5]. 
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The second project has been more resilient. The natural forgetful map 
C : {boundary link cobordism} + {link cobordism} 
expresses the relationship between link cobordism and boundary link cobordism. 
The two major questions are 
(I) What is the image of C? 
(2) What is the kernel of C? 
Question (1) addresses the first difficulty of the Seifert surface approach, i.e., not 
every link is a boundary link. However, it is still possible that every link is cobordant 
to a boundary link, i.e., C is onto. 
Question (2) addresses the second difficulty that boundary link cobordism is 
ostensively a finer equivalence relation than link cobordism. However boundary 
link cobordism may actually not be a finer equivalence relation, and every boundary 
link which is sliced may also be null boundary cobordant, i.e., the kernel of C may 
be trivial. 
Two related questions are as follows: 
(3) Are even dimensional links sliced? 
(4) Are there link cobordism groups under connected sums? 
Even dimensional boundary links are null boundary cobordant and hence sliced. 
If C is onto, then the answer to (3) is yes. 
Boundary link cobordism classes form a group if one keeps track of the Seifert 
surfaces so that, e.g., (L, V) # -(L, V) is null boundary cobordant. The boundary 
link -(L, V) is the reflection of (L, V) with orientations reversed. The sum (#) is 
the connected sum taken along a path which misses the Seifert surfaces. If one does 
not keep track of Seifert surfaces, then the group structure is lost, e.g., there may 
be two choices of Seifert surfaces for L, (L, V) and (L, V’), (15, V) # -(L, V) nonzero 
in boundary link cobordism (see Fig. 1). Is (15, V) # -(L, V’) nonzero in link 
cobordism, i.e., is C(( L, V) # -(L, V’)) # O? A form of this question was proposed 
by Ko. He gave such a boundary link K in matrix form. The classical representation 
is given in Fig. 2. 
Question (1) has been studied via homotopy type invariants. The invariants all 
vanish on boundary links and so they can potentially detect elements in the cokernel 
of C. However, none are known to be nonzero on any high dimensional link. The 
first of these invariants is the Sato-Levine invariant [9]. This invariant was shown 
to be zero in high dimensions by Orr who also constructed other invariants [g]. 
Orr’s invariants are invariants of based links, i.e., one must also keep track of a set 
of meridians. The meridians can be specified by a map j: F - n,XL; where F is 
the free group on m letters and XL = S”+‘- v(L) is the link complement. Let J, 
denote the ith term in the lower central series of J. The map j is an isomorphism 
on the lower central series quotients, F/F, + rr,X,/( x,X,),, for high dimensional 
links. Therefore we get a map f: XL - K(F/F,, 1). The space K(F/F,, 1) can be 
constructed from Vy=, Sf by adding cells of dimension two or greater. We may 
assume that f / ,,Q, L j is the projection of av(L,) = S” x S’ to S’. If K, = 
K (F/F,, 1)/l -skeleton, then .f’ extends to 7: S”+’ - K,. The Orr invariant is the 
homotopy class of f in n,,+J K,). There is also an additional invariant from the 
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Fig. 1. The Seifert surface for L, forms a cocoon around L2, 
inverse limit of the fs. The finite invariants are all known to vanish for high 
dimensional links [3]. This vanishing was shown by Cochran who has stressed the 
viewpoint that the Orr invariants are obstructions. 
Consistent with Cochran’s viewpoint we define a second level of invariants for 
odd dimensional links. These invariants will yield information concerning the kernel 
of the cobordism map, C’. In order to define these invariants we reconsider the space 
K;. Instead of crushing the l-skeleton to a point, we construct K, by adding a 2-disk 
along each of the m circles in the l-skeleton. The map f can now be extended so 
that f-‘(center jth disk) = L,. Again f is null-homotopic, so it extends over B”+’ 
to a mapJ 
XL- K(FIfiv 1) 
n n 
S n+Z 
.f 
- K 
We may take the centers of the added disks to be regular values and obtain 
n+, V, , . . . , V;+‘c Bn+3 which are disjoint properly imbedded submanifolds with 
trivial normal bundles and i, Vj = ~5, c S”+*. Suppose G is a finite nilpotent group 
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and (Y : F/Fi + G. Let Bv denote B”+3 - U Vi, the complement of U V,. We now 
take the G-cover of Bv induced from LY 0 (fiB,.).+ and call this cover I?,. We now 
assume n is odd so that I?,, is an even dimensional manifold. For each irreducible 
representation x of G we define 
sigL(f; x) = (Sign(G, gv), x), 
where Sign(G, -) is the G-signature. The integer sigL(f, x) is the multiplicity of x 
in the G-signature. 
Theorem. (1) sigL(f, ,Y) is a weKde3ned invariant of L and _f 
(2) rf G is a p-group and L is a slice link, then sigL(f, x) = 0 for all f and ,y. 
Outline of the proof. (1) We may assume x(g,) f I for all g,, the image of our 
choice of meridians. Otherwise the representation x factors through one of G/(gi) = 
G,, say 2. A transfer argument then shows that the multiplicity of x in the G-cover 
equals the multiplicity of jj in the G,-cover. 
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Since ~/;,yCvo factors through the projection to S’, the cover over av( v) = V, x S’ 
is Gi x (Vi x S’). By filling in the V, x S’ with Vi x D* we obtain 2, a branched cover 
of iY+j. 
B,, c B’lt3 
The branch points of this cover are copies of v, p-‘( V,) = Gj x V, and v( V,) = 
V, x D2. The space iv = iv u (IJ; Gi x 0’). Examining the equivariant Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence that arises from 
0 ~ 0 A*(~i X vi X S’) @ A,. ci x Vi x D2) + A,( ri,) + 0 
I i > 
at the representation x shows that we can use H,+,(&) to compute sigL(x x). ?. 
Suppose that & and B,. are two branched covers which arise from different 
null homotopies off- The manifold I?, u -iv, is a branched G-cover of Sn+3. The 
fixed points are V, u - Vi and have trivia1 normal bundles. By the G-signature 
theorem, Sign( G, 6,) = Sign( G, fib,.). 
(2) If L is a slice link, then (S”+*; L,, . . . , L,) = d(B”+‘; D,, , . . , D,,,) with I.J 0, 
properly embedded (n + I)-disks. By a theorem of Stallings, the map f extends to 
j”: B-U Dj -+ K(F/F,). Using the induced G-cover g0 we can compute the 
invariant sigL(J; x). A Smith theory sequence due to Gilmer demonstrates the 
following (see [4, proof of Proposition 1.31): 
If 2 + X is a Z,,z-cover of X then 
dim(H,(g; Z,) <pr dim H,(X; Z,,). 
We now resolve the G-cover h, + B,, into a composition of cyclic covers. Since 
dim Hq+,(Bo; 2,) = 0, we have that dim H,+,( gD) = 0. 0 
We note that the Levine-Tristram signature occurs as a special case of sig(f, x). 
The Levine-Tristram signature is a link invariant that can determine if a knot has 
infinite order in knot cobordism. Suppose G = 2, and w is a dth root of unity. Let 
f: XL -+ S’ be a degree one map on each meridian, x( 1) = o and LY : Z” - Z, be 
given by a(~,, . . . , x,,,) =C xi (mod d). We then have that sigL(J; x> = gL(w), the 
Levine-Tristram signature. 
In the nonabelian case sig, contains new information. In particuIar we have 
calculated nonzero values for Ko’s link K in dimension 41+ 1, 12 1. Therefore I< 
is not sliced and the link cobordism equivalence classes do not form a group 
(question (4)). 
The finite group invariants sig, arose from the vanishing of Orr’s invariants. There 
are other homotopy type invariants by Levine [6] and LeDimet [7] for which these 
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should be secondary obstructions. We will describe the form we believe this secon- 
dary obstruction will take proceeding from LeDimet’s viewpoint. 
LeDimet studied disk link cobordism. He considered links of n-disks in the 
(n +2)-disk which are standard on the boundary. If I= [0, 11, (I’; p,, . . . , p,,) x I” 
is the trivial disk link and (I”+‘; Dr, 02,. . . , D::,) is another disk link, then it is 
required that ;I( I”+‘; D’;, . . . , Dz,) = d(( I’; p,, pz, . . , , p,) x I”). Disk links are 
cobordant if we can put a cobordism of disks relative the boundary in I”+’ x 1 
between the two disk links. 
The definition of the homotopy obstruction relies upon a notion of localization 
by Vogel. According to Vogel, there is a space E which is the limit of finite 
subcomplexes E = LJf’=,, E,, where the E,‘s have the homotopy type of m-component 
disk link complements, E,, = Vy=, S,’ and E,,c E, represent the meridians (so that 
6 I 6, - *). Furthermore if L c K is a CW-complex pair and K / L is contractible, 
then any map L+ E has a unique (up to homotopy) extension K -+ E. 
Let X,, be the complement of the trivial disk link and fix s : X,, + VS’ a homotopy 
equivalence. If X,, c I”” = I”+’ x 1 is another disk link complement, then we will 
define a map f: X,, -+ E. Consider the boundary of X,, in two parts i)X,, = ijn + i),, 
where ij,< = X,> n I”+’ x 0 is the bottom of the block XI, and d, is (X,, n 
(j,,+7_ 1”i 1 x 0)) u dv( D). One must use some caution, the bottom and top are not 
the same as the sides (see Fig. 3). If K = X,, and L = d,, then K/L - *. Let .f’ be 
the unique extension of s: L- E. LeDimet’s homotopy obstruction is [,fl,,,,] E 
[X;;“, VS’ rel i)X;; “I. It . IS not known if there are disk links for which this invariant 
is nonzero. This invariant is known to be zero for the boundary links. 
Fig. 3 
A secondary obstruction should arise as follows. Suppose the disk link 
(In+?; D,, . , D,,,) has zero homotopy obstruction, then the localization map 
f: XI1 + E has boundary f ],,,v,, = s],,~,, Add two cells along each S’ c VS’= E and 
extendftof7:(1”17, . I) -+ (E, VS’) so that .f-‘(center of the ith 2-cell) = D, c I”+‘. 
Since E u 2-cells = IJ (E, u 2-cells) is a union of contractible spaces we can choose 
a homotopy fi from .T to Srel i where S is the extension of s to I”+‘. Denote 
I ‘I+’ x I - fi-‘(interior of the 2-cells) by X,. The map H : X, + E, x I gives a surgery 
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problem in Cappell and Shaneson’s homology surgery [2] and an element of 
ZF” + ZF” 
I,+, J 
i 1 1 ’ Zr,Ei+ Z 
If we use the notation G, = rr, E, and f( ) = cokernel of L( ) ---f T( ), then we expect 
a disk link invariant in 
ZF+ZF 
lim fn+3 1 1 - 
[ 1 ZG,+ Z 
Let 4H denote the diagram 
ZF-+ZF 
1 J 
ZH--+ z 
This invariant should be an invariant ofdisk link cobordism. The exact relationship 
between disk link cobordism and link cobordism is not known. According to Levine 
the two theories are the same modulo a question in group theory; suppose x, p E G = 
lim G, and p is a meridian, then if [x, p]= 1 is x = j_~’ for some j? If the answer is - 
yes, then link cobordism is equivalent to disk link cobordism in high dimensions. 
Although this property may not hold, if we pass to F = G/G,,, it does hold. Therefore 
f,,+3(@~) should be a link invariant. 
This link invariant would generalize the multisignature sigL(J; x) for finite groups 
G which can be taken from 
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